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ABSTRACT
Most run on paper offset newspapers have not shown
the capability of producing color reproductions without
having the prints subject to a darkening or a muddy look.
This problem is basically caused by the absorbency of the
newsprint. Since the newsprint is so absorbent, the ink
can only be printed to a low solid ink density and coarse
screens must be used so the dots do not fill-in.
To eliminate this problem, it is believed that if the
midtones are reduced on the gray scale during the separation
process, and then the wanted
colors'
dot areas are restored
to their normal values, a reduction in the unwanted colors
will occur. This should produce a cleaner, less contami
nated looking print.
To test this theory, a control separation was made
using a normal newsprint tone reproduction curve. Then,
variations in the separation process were performed to
both under and over correct for the amount of contamination
in the reproductions. These separations were printed on a
Solna four-color 25-inch press while manipulating this
press's printing characteristics to make it similar to a
Goss Metro, a widely used offset newspaper printing press.
The reproductions were shown to 30 randomly selected
newspaper observers who rated each printed separation on
a scale from 1 (totally unsatisfactory) to 9 (most satis
factory).
The results of this experimentation proved that
newspaper observers preferred a print with a lightened
overall reproduction from the normal newsprint reproduction
curve while keeping the apparent visual saturation in the
colored areas constant. This is based on the fact that
the prints where the midtones were reduced by 10 percent
and 5 percent were rated by the observers as being their
first and second choices, respectively. The
observers'
third and fourth choices, however, were reproductions with
the midtone values being the normal newsprint tone repro
duction or slightly increased, while the least preferred
prints were the ones with the midtones lowered the most.
This would therefore
seem-
to imply that there is a limit
as to how low the midtones can be reduced from the normal
values and still be preferred. From this study, however,
the exact location of this limit can not be stated.
INTRODUCTION
The Problem Proper
In 1925 the first two-color advertisement was printed
on newsprint. Since that time, run on paper (ROP) offset
newspaper color has usually not shown the capability of
reproducing color without it being subject to a darkening,
or a muddy look throughout the print. This contaminated
look that gives the primary and secondary colors a dull
appearance is primarily due to the newsprint stock, the
interaction of the inks on this type of paper, and the
coarse screens used for newspapers. The newsprint stock is
a very low quality paper. It has a yellowish-white color
cast, making it a dark paper, and thereby, a poor reflector
of light. Newsprint is also highly absorbent, which causes
dot gain. Cases have shown that middletone dots have
gained as much as 15 percent resulting in an oversaturation
p
of color, or in a muddy look to the reproduction.
The absorbency of the newsprint itself causes problems.
First, because of the absorbency, the ink can only be
printed to a low solid ink density, a three-color gray of
.90 above paper. Second, newspapers must use coarse screens
because if finer screens are used, the dots have a tendency
to fill-in. Again, this is because of the high absorbency
of the stock used. According to the Berkey Technical
Company, if the curve shape of the mask is not adjusted for
color balance, or if the midtones are not adjusted for news
stock, the final reproduction will never come close to the
original
transparency.^
Justification Of This Study
Because high quality color can be achieved by both
national and regional magazines, advertisers are apt to
either print their advertisements in magazines or get them
preprinted (usually by gravure). This becomes a twofold
problem for newspapers because they are losing the addi
tional revenues that the color advertisements would yield,
and because it becomes very uneconomical for newspapers
to run color news or editorial pictures without having
color advertisements printed at the same time.
While newspapers would have to make the initial invest
ment to produce and run good color before it could be sold
to advertisers, there is sufficient proof that it would be
financially beneficial. "According to readership polls,
color attracts 55 percent more readers then black and
white."
In another study done by J.W. Click and Guido H.
Stempel III,
four-color halftones were rated against black and
white halftones on the front pages of four news
papers. Subjects were asked to evaluate the news
papers on '20 semantic differential scales that
had been validated for newspaper
ratings.'
The
results showed that the newspapers using color
scored significantly higher than those news
papers using only black and white pictures.
These results further prove that newspaper
color is desired by the public and that news
papers themselves could enhance their image by
using color news pictures. 5
The two studies mentioned are just a sample of what is
available. Studies are continuously reaffirming enthusi
astic reader response when it (color) appears on editorial
pages or in the advertising section. So besides the
likelihood of newspapers increasing their circulation, once
they are capable of producing good (acceptable) ROP color,
they could then try to recapture the advertiser's dollar.
"For quality reproduction, there is ample evidence that the
advertising rate structure can absorb the extra cost of




Present State Of The Art
Since all newspaper production operations revolve
around their deadlines, there appears to be a direct corre
lation between these deadlines and the separation process
chosen. Three separation methods are presently available:
direct screen, indirect screen, and electronic scanning.
Among these three, the direct screen process using a process
camera or a graphic arts enlarger is the most widely used
in the newspaper industry. The direct screen method
"allows color photographs taken on a given day to be run
in the paper on the following day. Rush jobs can be
scheduled with a normal turnaround time of one hour, and
a set of direct screen separations can be exposed in as
little as ten
Only two steps are involved in the direct screen
method. The first step of the separation process is
making the mask. "Either one or two masks are made depen




Silver masking is usually prefer
red over dye masking because silver masking can be
processed in lith chemistry, eliminating the need for a
continuous tone processor, it is less susceptible to
emultion changes with age and temperature, and it is low
11
in cost. The mask, or masks are made in contact with
the transparency using a point light source and the
appropriate colored filter.
The second step is the combination of screening and
making the separation. Using pan lith film, a gray contact
screen, the transparency, and the previously made mask(s),
exposures are made through the proper separation filters
with the final product being a set of halftone separation
12
negatives.
When the direct screen method of producing separations
is compared to the conventional indirect separation method,
it is apparent that the former method requires less time
approximately one
hour for direct separations and
approximately four hours for indirect.
*
The direct method
used approximately 60 percent less film then the indirect
14
method, and it is less expensive per set of separations
(e.g., $68.50 per set for direct screen and $143.00 per set
for indirect screened separations).
^
Because of these
reasons, it is apparent why the newspaper industry is
increasingly choosing the direct screen separation method
over the conventional indirect screen method. Electronic
scanning, however, requires less time and is less expensive
per set of separations than the direct screen method. The
only disadvantage of electronic scanning is the initial
capital investment required.
Newspapers could easily improve the quality of color
reproductions by using a better grade of paper or by calen
dering the sheets where color pictures were to appear. It
is the purpose of this study, however, to find a way to
improve ROP newspaper color through the separation process
without changing or altering the regular ink, paper, or
density levels that newspapers employ.
6
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LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL BASIS
"It is generally admitted that the color reproduction
in newspaper printing is insufficient and on the whole
lacking in contrast. This occurrence can be explained
mainly by the following causes:
a) low color purity
b) lack of density and insufficient purity in
the highlights, and .
c) lack of density in the shadow
parts."
The improvement of newspaper color has not been widely
investigated. The literature search for this thesis
found only two such attempts. These processes are the
bright color process and color contrast improvement (CCI).
While there is no literature showing the use or acceptance
of the bright color process, the CCI technique was at
least used within the newspaper industry at the time of
its inception. This section will discuss these two
processes, give a description of what has been done in
relation to this study, and then give the objectives of
this study.
Bright Color Process
The bright color process was introduced in 1968 solely
for the improvement of newspaper color by Tatsuo Konishi of
Chiba University. The logic behind this process was that
if the newsprint was coated with a layer of white ink where
a color picture was to appear, this would increase the
whiteness of the stock and allow the gradation on the high
light side to be extended as well as yielding colors of
3
higher purity in the image.
"It is not necessary, however, to increase the
whiteness of the whole paper. In order to
increase the density range it is more advanta
geous to make darker shadow parts by utilizing
the characteristics of the printing papers.
Taking all these facts into consideration it
would be advisable to add partially white ink
in accordance with the tone value of the image
to be
reproduced."^
Spectrophotometric curves for red, cyan, yellow, purple
(blue), green, magenta, and black were run with and without
the white ink base (see figure 1a-c), and the corresponding
colorimetric data was tabulated and is shown in table 1.
Table l Colorim ;tric data for samples
Y X y U V W
white 64.5200 0.3289 0.3375 5.3693 10.3704 83.2701
YMC 5.8000 0.2926 0.2924 -1.2060 -4.0056 27.9175
C 12.5500 0.1969 0.2182 -26.8025 -30.2466 41.0971
noncoatcd M 16.0600 0.4678 0.2878 87.3798 4.0522 46.0747
Y 56.2200 0.4310 0.4629 23.7944 55.1287 78.7716
MC 6.0100 0.2746 0.2446 1.1049 -12.8359 28.4532
YM 15.8200 0.5196 0.3249 91.4900 15.1690 45.7589
CY 10.4400 0.2562 0.3727 -26.2561 6.8975 37.6395
white 68.3600 0.3221 0.3270 4.7789 5.7835 85.221
YMC 5.8500 0.2883 0.27,84 -0.2996 -6.3545 28.0462
C 14.8800 0.2784 -30.7889 -36.8813 44.4904
coated with M 17.8200 0.4586 0.2753 88.0426 -0.1706 48.4213
white ink Y 60.0400 0.4235 0.4647 19.2409 56.2844 80.8934
MC 6.3300 0.2540 0.2163 -0.4672 -19.8023 29.2460
YM 16.S300 0.5192 0.3232 94.6838 15.2006 47.0670
CY 11.7600 0.2457 0.3684 -30.6034 6.1045 39.S516
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Figure 1a-c
Spectrophotometry Curves For Red, Cyan, Yellow
Purple, Green, Magenta, And Black Patches
Fig/I-A Spectrophotometric











According to the study performed by Kunishi, the
spectrophotometric curves and the colorimetric data showed
an increased reflectance and saturation, respectively,
when printed on the white ink base. The study added, how
ever, that the visual evaluation did not agree. When just
a primary color is printed on the white base, its appear
ance is excellent, but in the secondary and the tertiary
colors there is a loss of saturation. .Upon evaluation of
the spectrophotometric curves contained in
Kunishi'
s study,
there appears to be little difference in the reflection in
either the primary or secondary colors with or without the
the white ink base. As a matter of fact, the yellow
printer has a slightly higher reflectance without the
white ink base.
While this process does have some advantages, it also
has several serious disadvantages which make it impractical,
Some of the major advantages according to Kunishi 's study
are:
a) by making use of the bright color plate (the
white ink plate), the gradation scale of the
original can be extended on the highlight side,
and also reproduced color of higher purity are
expected;
b) images containing big white regions or a big
primary color region are effectively improved
by the bright process;
c) with white ink's big hiding power, it is likely
to keep the image from print through; and
d) the elimination of the black printer will dimin
ish the trouble of pattern in some colors. 7
The disadvantages of this process, which seem to be
the reason it never received acclaim are:
12
"a) the control for neutral balance should be
more strict in this process than in the
conventional process;
b) overall contrast of the image will be reduced
in some cases; ...
c) the reproduction will be made much better
when the black printer can be used together
with the bright color system. "8
This means that to achieve the most from this system, using
both the bright (white) plate and a black plate, the con
ventional printing press would have to be reconstructed to
include five printing units. The last disadvantage of the
bright color process, and possibly the most important, is:
d) when three color process is used in con
junction with the white ink, the colors
will have a dull and foggy appearance. 9
Color Contrast Improvement
"Color Contrast Improvement (CCI) is ANPA/RI's trade
name for its procedure of improving letterpress image -.





This technique involves placing a
screen tint underneath the contact screen during the sepa
ration process to give the separations more contrast or
11
"snap". "This procedure permits sufficient additional
over-exposure of the direct screen color separation nega
tive to clearly define the middle
and shadow tones while
12




It is also possible to clearly separate the highlight and





The only drawback of this system
would be the additional time required to make the sepa
rations, but when this disadvantage is compared to the
advantages of the system, it seems to be inconsequential.
The difference between these two existing methods and
the one that I propose is that my thesis attempts to improve
the purity of newspaper color by altering the reproductive
curve. While the bright color process attempted to improve
the color purity of newsprint, it did so by applying white
ink to the paper from the highlights to the midtones of
the color image; this process, however, did not attempt
any change of the reproductive curve. The CCI technique,
on the other hand, allows more contrast between the high
light, middletone, and shadow dots, but CCI makes no attempt
to improve the color purity of ROP newspaper color.
Theoretical Basis
The dull, muddy appearance that plagues newspaper
color is due primarily to the absorbent characteristics of
the newsprint and the effect that newsprint has on the inks
that are used. Lowering the gradation in each printer
should produce a less contaminated reproduction, but because
of this reduction, the colors
in the print will have less
density. To compensate for this lack of density, it would
then be necessary to restore the printing
dots to the
desired dot size in each printer, but only in the wanted
14
colors. To exemplify, using the Eastman Kodak three aim-
point control system, the normal reproductive curve for
newsprint usually carries the following printing dot per
centages on the gray scale:
yellow magenta cyan black
Highlights 04 04 05 00
Midtones 35 35 48 05
14
Shadows 86 87 92 75.
With this reproductive curve, while analyzing solid yellow,
magenta, and cyan color patches from a reproduction of the
'Eastman Kodak Color Reproduction Guide,' (a series of
color patches including the primary and secondary colors,
as well as white , brown and black) , in the test transpar
ency, the following dot sizes were achieved on the scanner's
meter: (Underlined numbers represent the wanted dot areas.)
yellow magenta cyan
Yellow Sep. Channel 100 20 14
Magenta Sep. Channel ~"T7 69 21
Cyan Sep. Channel 00
To"
6
When the reproductive curve is lowered, however, to the
following printing dot percentages on the gray scale:
yellow magenta cyan black
Highlights 04 04 05 00
Midtones 20 20 35 05
Shadows 82 83 87 70
the corresponding dot sizes that are achieved on the
scanner's meter when analyzing the solid primary color
patches from the Kodak color guide were: (Underlined
numbers represent the wanted dot areas.)
15
yellow magenta cyan
Yellow Sep. Channel 100 11 08
Magenta Sep. Channel 10 45 11
Cyan Sep. Channel 00 06 49
Comparing the amount of contamination found in the
color patches of the reduced gradation to the amount of
contamination found in the normal gradation set-up, there
is approximately a 50 percent reduction in the amount of
the unwanted colors. Even after restoring the wanted dot
areas of the color patches to their normal values, the
amount of unwanted colors printing in the primary colors
remain unchanged from the amounts recorded above with the
reduced gradation. The effect of these changes in the
separation process should be a less contaminated, cleaner
looking print while the colors will appear to have more
saturation due to the reduction of contamination in the
colored areas, as well as in the backgrounds.
Hypothesis
It is hypothesized that: Observers will prefer ROP
offset newspaper color when modification of the separation
process lightens the overall reproduction from the normal
newsprint tone reproduction while keeping the apparent
visual saturation constant in the colored areas.
In order to make this hypothesis testable, it will
have to be subject to the following limitations:
1) Only one type of newsprint
stock will be used;
16
2) Only one set of ANPA offset inks will be used;
and
3) This hypothesis will only be tested for offset
lithography.
17
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Interview with H. Brent Archer, Graphic Arts Research
Center, Rochester, New York, 12 June 1979.
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METHODOLOGY
Scanner Set-Up And Printing Of Experimentation
To recapitulate, the gradation (or tonal range) is
being altered in each separation. The purpose behind this
alteration is to reduce the amount of contamination within
the print; but because the density, and consequently the
contamination is being lowered, the wanted dot areas in the
print are also being reduced. To compensate for this con
dition it would then be necessary to perform some color
correction which would restore the dot sizes in the wanted
colors. It must be remembered, however, that when altering
the gradation, the separations must maintain gray balance.
That is, adjusting the amounts of yellow, magenta, and
cyan inks to produce a neutral gray scale.
To test the preceding hypothesis, the Hell DC 300B
scanner will be used to produce all of the required sepa
rations because with the aid of the scanner, the separations
can be produced in an acceptable time limit and with rela
tive ease. These separations will include a control sepa
ration, (a normal set-up on the
scanner for newsprint),
and a series of separations that will both under and over
correct for the amount of contamination within the prints.
Following the steps listed in
appendix A for the calibration
19
and set-up of the scanner, the following percentages will
be substituted for the proper meter readings for the
shadows, highlights, and middletones.
yellow magenta cyan black
Shadows 86 87 92 75
Highlights 04 04 05 00.
Middletones 35 35 48
051
The above percentages will be used for the normal (or con
trol) separation. The series of separations that will
follow, will have the major changes occur in the middle-
tones, in increments of approximately 5 percent. These
separations will be reduced in the midtones to a minimum
of 20 percent for yellow and magenta, and 35 to 30 percent
for cyan. The midtones will also be increased, but only
hy 5 percent, bringing the midtones to a maximum percent
printing dot of 40 percent for the yellow and magenta
separations, and up to 53 percent for the cyan. The mid-
tones for the black separation will not be reduced or
increased since there is only a skeleton black printing
in the control separation, and because the black separation
would not have a large effect on the primary
colors'
appearance.
After setting up the scanner for a normal reproductive
curve for newsprint, while the scanning head is positioned
on the yellow color patch from the 'Eastman Kodak Color
Reproduction
Guide' included in the test transparancy, the
percent printing dot for that color, and
that color's
contaminates are read and recorded from the meter. This
20
procedure is repeated for the magenta and cyan separations
as well. The purpose behind this procedure is that when
the midtones are reduced, the wanted dot area levels can
then be restored for that color to the normal values.
After the test transparency has been scanned with the
normal set-up, the set-up procedure is repeated, except
this time the midtones are altered as specified above.
Rereading the percent printing dots for the color patches,
the next step would be to go to the COLOR CORRECTION knobs
under black (wanted) colors and restore the dot percent
ages of each color patch back to the dot area percentages
that were achieved under the normal set-up. (For a diagram
of the Hell DC 300 control panel please refer to appendix
B). These knobs will increase or decrease the amount of
yellow, magenta, and cyan where these colors print. The
transparency is scanned with the new readings, and then
this procedure is repeated until all of the changes in the
midtones and shadows have been achieved.
Once the series of separations have been made, these
separations will be printed on a Solna four-color 25-inch
offset printing press. Printing along with the separations
will be known screen tints for the primary and secondary
colors as well as black, a three color gray scale, a
neutral color balance gray scale, and a four
color gray
scale. These scales carry various printing
dot areas
from .03 to 1.00 and will have two
purposes in this
21
experimentation. First, the solid color patches will allow
the separations to be printed to a certain density that
resembles the density actually used for offset newspapers.
Second, the chart of known tints will allow for the amount
of dot gain to be calculated. By adding transparent white
ink (extender) to the yellow, magenta, and cyan, the amount
of dot gain that is achieved on the Solna 25 can be manipu
lated to be comparable to the dot gain found on a Goss
Metro, a widely used offset newspaper press. Ideally, the
separations should be printed on a Goss Metro, but due to
time and availability considerations, the separations had
to be printed on the Solna. It is believed, however, since
the conditions on the Solna have been manipulated to be
comparable to the Metro, valuable implications can be drawn
from this experimentation and related to the actual condi
tions of a Goss Metro newspaper press.
Testing Of Experimentation
To evaluate the experimentation, the printed sepa
rations will be shown to twenty to thirty newspaper obser
vers2
under a standard viewing light
source a GE Chroma
50 (5000K) fluorescent bulb. These
observers will first
be shown the series of printed
separations and the normal
(control) print and asked "to separate
these prints into
three classifications: average,
below average, and above
average." The second step would be to
ask the observers
22
"to rate each printed separation on a scale from one to
nine (one being totally unsatisfactory and nine being most
satisfactory)."
These will be the only instructions given.
The next step would be to construct a chart showing the
rating that each observer gave each printed separation
with the calculated mean and standard deviation. From this
chart, the separations can be ranked according to the mean
rating that each print received.
The ranked separations will be rated against the
standard deviations in the form of a distribution curve.
The expected result is that the separations with a low or
high rating will have a low standard deviation, while the
separations with an average rating will have a high standard
deviation. This is expected because prints that have
average ratings usually mean that a general consensus could
not be reached, while most people can agree if a print is
4.
either good or bad.
After confidence intervals are calculated for each
print, (using 90 percent confidence), all of the separa
tions will be shown on a scale from one to nine showing
the reproductions mean rating (ft) with its confidence
interval.
If deemed necessary, the highest
ranked printed sepa
ration will be compared to the second and possibly the
third highest ranked print using the
formula (X^-X2)l




the means. This formula will estimate the difference
between the highest ranked print and the second and third
ranked print. The results from this experimentation will
prove that the separations with the reduced gradations are
more pleasing than the separation using the normal scanner
set-up for newsprint.
24
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTATION
Results Of Experimentation
As previously stated, the ten sets of separations and
the chart of color patches and known tints were printed on
a Solna four-color 25-inch commercial press. (The ten
reproductions are presented in order of preference in
appendix C-1). While this press would not have all of the
same printing characteristics of a Goss Metro press, the
separations were printed to a three color gray solid ink
density of .90 above paper as measured with a visual filter.
The reproductions also had an approximate dot gain of 30
to 35 percent in the 50 percent patch on the chart of known
tints. Both of these values, the three color density and
the amount of dot gain closely resemble those values
achieved on a Goss Metro press in the newspaper industry.
This is according to a study ("Metro Users Study
- a private
communication", 1978) performed by H. Brent Archer for the
Graphic Arts Research
Center.2
For a diagram showing the
density of print above paper against the halftone dot area
percentage (positive) for the Goss Metro characteristics
compared to the results achieved on the Solna for this
experimentation, please
refer to appendix C-2.
After surveying thirty randomly selected newspaper
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observers, (sixteen males and fourteen females who were at
Midtown Plaza Mall, Rochester, New York, on the 18th of
October, 1979), with an average age of 34.2, the following
chart gives a summation of the results that were achieved
for each printed separation when rated by these observers
on a scale from one (totally unsatisfactory) to nine (most
satisfactory). For the individual ratings of this exper
imentation, please refer to appendix C-3.
print mean standard 90# confidence
4 7.55 1.67 7.03-^8.07
2 6.65 1.93 6.05^<7.25
3 5.70 2.65 4.88*U,<6.52
1 5.43 2.75 4.58<K<6.28
5 5.25 2.22 4.56<U<5.94
7 5.15 1.88 4.57^<5.73
8 4.53 2.30 3.82<{J<5.24
6 4.03 2.34 3.31tt<4.75
9 3.98 2.71 3.14<]T<4.82
10 3.33 2.37 2.59^^4.07
*As determined by the formula Xt,/0 ^.S/fn and the
Student's t Distribution table. /d,>
n~ '
As can be seen from these results, print number 4 was the
most preferred, (it received the highest mean rating), while
the other prints followed in this order: print number 2 was
second; print number 3 was third; number 1 was fourth; and
print numbers 5, 7, 8, 6, 9, and 10 were in fifth, sixth,
seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth place, respectively.
When the mean ratings for each print were plotted
against their respective standard deviation, figure 2,
Figure 2
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it was obvious that the previous contention that the most
and least preferred prints would have a low standard devi
ation while the prints ranked in the middle would have the
higher standard deviations is false. While this conten
tion appears to hold true for the highest ranked prints,
the three lowest ranked prints have some of the highest
standard deviations while the two middle ranked prints
have relatively low standard deviations. The results from
this experimentation imply that most people can agree upon
what they like or prefer, but have difficulty deciding
what is considered poor, or least preferred.
Lastly, the confidence intervals and the mean ratings
for each of the prints are shown in a schematic comparison
in figure 3. This chart simply gives a visual comparison
as to which prints might be considered to belong to the
same population. After the difference of the means were
calculated for the prints, (using a 90 percent confidence
interval) , it is possible to state that
print 4 is more
preferred than all of the other prints. Print 2 is more
preferred (of the remaining prints), than prints 1, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, and 10. There is, however, only
an 85 percent
confidence that print 2 is more preferred over print 3.
Print 3, on the other hand, is significantely
preferred
over prints 6, 8, 9, and 10, while 3
is considered to be
in the same population as prints 1,5, and 7. Prints 1,
5 7, and 8 are all
considered to be part of the same
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population while prints 1, 5, and 7 are preferred over
prints 6, 9, and 10. Print 8, while preferred more often
then print 10, is considered the same as prints 6 and 9,
while prints 6, 9, and 10 are all considered to be part of
the same population. These results have been summarized
in the chart below.
Print Number Selected Over Print Considered In Same
(in order of Numbers Population As
ranking) (using 90# confidence) Print Numbers
4 All Other Prints
2 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
3*
3 6, 8, 9, 10 1. 2% 5, 7
1 6, 9, 10 3, 5, 7, 8
5 6, 9, 10 % 3, 7, 8
7 6, 9, 10 1, 3, 5, 8
8 10 1. 5, 6, 7, 9




10 - 6, 9
?While using a 90 percent confidence interval, print num
ber 2 and print number 3 are considered to be in the same
population. If an 85 percent confidence interval is used,
however, then print number 2 is significantly chosen over
print number 3.
Discussion Of Experimentation
It was stated in the hypothesis of this report that
the saturation levels in each print would be held constant.
After taking the primary, secondary,
and flesh tone color
density readings with a red, green,
and blue filter, the
needed values for the GATF Color Hexagon
were calculated.
(Again, the primary and secondary
color density readings
were taken from the color patches of
the 'Eastman Kodak
Color Reproduction
Guide1 included in the test transparency).
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These seven colors were then plotted on the hexagon to
support the statement that the saturation levels had in
fact remained constant; the GATF Color Hexagon is supposed
to graphically show ink hue and color saturation. By
plotting the hexagons for each reproduction (figure 4),
as well as the flesh tones which are not usually included
in the hexagon, the saturation levels for each of the
colors plotted fairly close together to their respective
colors in each of the other reproductions. Since it is
not known how much variation between each plot is considered
to be significant, from here on, it will be assumed that
the saturation levels are considered to be part of the
same population and therefore, have remained constant.
For the individual hexagons for each of the reproductions,
along with the density levels of each color through the
red, green, and blue colored filters,
and the hexagon
values, please refer to
appendix C-4.
In trying to find the cause as to why one print was
selected over another, the tone
reproduction curves for
each of the ten prints were examined first. In figure 5,
the tone reproduction curves were plotted by using the
density levels of the ten gray
scale steps that are included
in the various reproductions against
the densities of the
gray scale that were
on the original transparency. As can
be seen, print number
4 which was the most preferred print,
appeared approximately in the center
of the ten separations.
Figure 4
GATF Color Hexagon For Each Reproduction
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The observers then preferred the prints that had the
increased midtone values over the prints which had the
decreased midtones. This would therefore imply that if
print number 4 (the most preferred print) was not in the
survey, the newspaper observers would prefer a darker
looking print (numbers 1, 2, or 3) caused by the higher
midtones than print number 4 instead of a lighter looking
print (numbers 5 through 10), or the prints with the lowest
midtone controls, or where the midtones were lower then
print number 4.
The question would then be: At what level do the
reproductions start to appear to be too light or lack the
necessary midtone densities? From figure 5, and the data
that was achieved from this experimentation, it would imply
that the midtone values should not be reduced below 25
percent for yellow and magenta, and 35 percent for cyan.
These are the midtone values that were used for print num
ber 4, and also the lowest midtone values
of the four most
preferred reproductions. These midtone values, however,
are not conclusive and should only be used as a general
reference point.
In figure 5, it can be seen that the tone reproductive
curves for print numbers 5 through 10 are very similar.
Consequently, an evaluation of the
aimpoint controls for
these separations was performed, and
it was found that










Calibration Used For Scanner Set-Ups
Step Tablet | Kodak Color Reproduction Guide
Aimpoint Dot
%s*
fl Values After Dot %&
Restored**
-Print Number 1-
yel mag cyan blk
H "04 ~W 100 20
~W~
Yel. Sep. Channel
M 35 35 48 05 "T7 6^ 21 Mag. Sep. Channel
75 00 TO 6 Cyan Sep. Channel86 87 92
-Print Number 2-
yel mag cyan blk
04 04 00
30 30 43 05
86 87 92 75
yel mag cyan (color patches)
100 18 14 Yel. Sep. Channel
13 68 18 Mag. Sep. Channel
00 03 6j? Cyan Sep. Channel
yel mag cyan blk
H "04 05 00
M 40 40 53 05








17 Yel. Sep. Channel
23 Mag. Sep. Channel














yel mag cyan (color patches)
100 12 07 Yel. Sep. Channel
TT 68 12 Mag. Sep. Channel










yel mag cyan (color patches)
100 11 08 Yel. Sep. Channel
10 69 12 Mag. Sep. Channel
00 Oo ^ cyan Sep. Channel









yel mag cyan (color patches)
100 12 09 Yel. Sep. Channel
"0^> 68 11 Mag. Sep. Channel
01 55 6^ Cyan Sep. Channel














Calibration Used For Scanner Set-Ups
Step Tablet
Aimpoint Dot %s










Kodak Color Reproduction Guide
Values After Dot %& Restored
-Print Number 7-
yel mag cyan (color patches)
100 VT 08 Yel. Sep. Channel
10 69 12 Mag. Sep. Channel




yel mag cyan blk
04 05 00
20 20 35 05






















08 Yel. Sep. Channel
11 Mag. Sep. Channel




11 Mag. Sep. Channel
65 Cyan Sep. Channel
















68 11 Mag. Sep. Channel
00 07 6 Cyan Sep. Channel
(extra 10# cyan in brown shades)
*H, M, and S are used here as the abbreviation for
highlight, midtone, and shadow.
**The underlined values are the wanted dot areas, and
these are the values that have been restored.
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The only difference between these six set-ups is the
amount of cyan printing, either overall or just in the
shades of brown. In print number 5, when restoring the
percent printing dot, the cyan was only restored to 59
percent, or a 6 percent lower printing dot then the normal
value of 65 percent. Restoring the cyan to a percent
printing dot of 65 percent was achieved in print number 7,
(while evaluating the cyan color patch on the scanner
through the cyan separation channel from a reproduction of
the 'Eastman Kodak Color Reproduction
Guide'
that was in
the test transparency). In print number 8, the cyan was
only reduced to a midtone value of 35 percent instead of
30 percent as it was in print numbers 5 and 7.
In print numbers 6, 9, and 10, the cyan was also
increased in what the scanner perceives as shades of brown.
This was done because what was supposed to be brown in the
test transparency, at this reduced gradation set-up,
appeared to have a reddish color cast. Consequently,
in-
print number 6, cyan was increased by 5 percent in the
brown shades. In print number 9, the cyan midtone control
was only reduced to 35 percent while
the cyan was again
increased by 5 percent in the browns.
In print number 10,
the cyan midtone control was again
reduced to only 35
percent, but this time
cyan was increased 10 percent in
the shades of brown.
In these reduced midtone set-ups
(print numbers 5
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through 10), as shown in figure 5, the prints seemed to be
too light or the colors looked washed out. Therefore, lit
is not surprising that these six prints received the six
lowest ratings. In print numbers 6, 9, and 10, where the
cyan was increased in the shades of brown, this altered the
overall color balance of the prints. As more cyan was
added in the brown, the brown shades in the prints became
almost totally indistinguishable from black, while the
reddish brown shades, (especially in the hair of the mani
kin that is included in the test transparency) , turned
gray. This might be one possible explaination as to why
these three prints (numbers 6, 9, and 10), received the
three lowest ratings, decreasing in the mean rating as the
amount of cyan was increased. Another possible explain
ation as to why numbers 6, 9, and 10 received the lowest
ratings is because in the flesh tones of the manikin,
these three prints had the largest gray values. This,
however, would be another indication that the extra cyan
added in the shades of brown altered the color balance of
the prints.
The next step in trying to find a reason as to why
one print was selected over another, a GATF Color Triangle
was plotted for each reproduction. The density values
that were used in plotting the triangles were from the
primary and secondary
colors in each print from the repro




and the flesh tone values from the manikin which was also
included in the test transparency. As seen in figure 6,
which is a plot of each reproduction's triangle, there
appears to be no consistent pattern as to each color's hue
error and/or gray value's effect on the selection or rating
of each print. (For the individual triangles for each
reproduction along with the density levels for each color
through the appropriate colored filters, and the hue error
and gray values for each color, please again refer to
appendix C-4) .
To verify the fact that there is no correlation between
hue error and the mean rating, as well as gray value and
the mean rating, all of the colors were plotted for hue
error and gray value against the mean ratings and appears
in figures 7a-g and 8a-g. Since it seemed that there might
be some patterns of decreasing hue error or gray value
while the mean ratings increased, a correlation coefficient
was run on the Digital Equipment Corporation's PDP-8/E
computer using the formula:
r=nXY-X1Y/ \/(nX2-(X)2(nlY2-(Y)if) .
A correlation value of -.5494 would be needed for there to
be a correlation. The fact that the hue errors and/or
gray values decreased as the
mean ratings increased would
be an indication that the highest rated prints had the
lowest contaminate factors. It was found, however, that
there was no correlation (using 90 percent confidence)
Figure 6
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between the amount of hue error and the mean rating or the
amount of gray and the mean rating.
There were, however, some patterns that seemed to
exist between the four top rated prints that might be one
possible reason as to why print numbers 4, 2, 3, and 1
were selected in that order. In these four prints, it was
found that the primary and secondary colors for print
number 4 usually had lower hue error and/or gray values
than print numbers 2, 3, or 1. Print number 2 usually had
at least one lower contaminate factor (hue error and gray
are considered to be what causes the contamination) than
print numbers 3 or 1 . Print numbers 3 and 1 were considered
to be part of the same population and irronically they
followed no pattern in relation to one another. Print
numbers 5 through 10 were excluded from this assumption
because even though the hue error and/or gray values were
occasionly lower than print numbers 4, 2, 3, or 1 , as
pointed out earlier in this study, (figure 5), print numbers
5 through 10 seemed to lack the necessary density caused
by the lowest midtone values and therefore looked washed
out. It should be noted that the hue error and gray values
for all of the reproductions plotted fairly close together
on the triangle, and as with the GATF Color Hexagon, it is
not known for the GATF Color Triangle what would be consid
ered a significant difference, and what would be considered
part of the same population.
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All of the reduced gradation reproductions appear to
be lighter overall, while the colors, at least in the
author's opinion, appear to be cleaner when they are com
pared to print number 3 which has the increased midtones
and the darkest looking colors, or the normal set-up of
print number 1 . Print number 1 is supposed to yield the
best tone reproduction curve for a Goss Metro newspaper
printing press according to the study ("Metro Users Study -
a private communication", 1978) conducted by H. Brent Archer
of the Graphic Arts Research Center.
'
As stated in the 'results of
experimentation'
, using
a 90 percent confidence interval, print number 4 was the
most preferred print. The percent printing dots for the
highlight, midtone, and shadow controls that were used for
this print are as follows:
yellow magenta cyan black
Highlights 05 04 05 00
Midtones 25 25 35 05
Shadows 82 83 87 70.
With this reproductive curve, while analyzing the primary
colors (in the 'Eastman Kodak Color Reproduction
Guide'
which is included in the test transparency) , through their
respective separation channels, the following dot size






These dot percentages were then






that were achieved with the normal scanner set-up for
newsprint
The second most preferred print was number 2. While
this print had a 90 percent confidence interval over print
numbers 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, there was only an 85
percent confidence interval of print number 2 being
preferred over print number 3- Using the Kodak three aim-
point control system for this print, it carried the follow
ing printing dot percentages on the gray scale:
yellow magenta cyan black
Highlights 0*5 05 00
Midtones 30 30 43 05
Shadows 86 87 92 75.
With this set-up, the dot size percentages that were
achieved on the scanner's meter while viewing the primary







These dot percentages were then restored to the normal
values as specified for print number 4.
The third most preferred print was number 3 which had
the increased midtone values, and as previously stated,
appeared the darkest. Since there is no statistical signi
ficance between print number 3 and print number 1 , the
conclusion for these two prints has been grouped together.
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It would appear that since print numbers 3 and 1 were
preferred over the other prints (numbers 5 through 10),
it can be stated that after the selection of print number
4, people prefer a print that has a darker appearance,
(numbers 2, 3, or 1), even if the colors do not appear as
clean as a print that has an overall lighter appearance
(print numbers 5 through 10). Again, this is based on the
fact that, as figure 5 shows, numbers 1, 2, and 3 have higher
midtone values that print numbers 5 through 10 but were
still given higher mean ratings.
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER FOUR
1
Interview with H. Brent Archer, Graphic Arts Research






This study set out to find a way to improve ROP offset
newspaper color by altering the reproductive curve or con
trast of the print while keeping the wanted dot sizes in
the colored areas constant. The experimental separations
were printed on a Solna four-color 25-inch commercial press.
While this press would not have all of the same printing
characteristics of the Goss Metro, the three color solid
gray scale density of .90 above paper, and the 30 to 35
percent dot gain in the 50 percent screen tint patch do
closely resemble the results that would be achieved on a
Goss Metro. Based on the results of this experimentation,
it is believed that most offset newspapers using or having
similar printing conditions as a Goss Metro could improve
the overall appearance of their present newspaper color if
their reproductive curve is similar to the one that is
recommended by the Graphic Arts Research Center. Print
number 1 in this study has the same reproductive curve
that the Graphic Arts Research Center recommends. This
improvement in the appearance of newspaper color could be
accomplished if newspapers would use the reproductive curve
set-up specified above as print number 4.
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In figure 5 the tone reproduction curves for each
reproduction were shown. As can be seen in figure 5,
print numbers 5 through 10 all had very similar reproduc
tive curves and these six prints also received the six
lowest ratings from the survey. One possible explanation
as to why these six prints rated so poorly was because at
this reduced gradation level, the prints looked washed out.
Of the four remaining prints, (numbers 4, 2, 3, and 1),
number 4 was selected as being the most preferred. Print
number 4 also had the lowest midtone percent printing dots
of these four prints. The second highest rated print was
number 2 which had the next to lowest midtone controls of
these four prints. Numbers 3 and 1 showed no significant
difference in the ratings, but these prints had the higher
midtone percent printing dots. (Print number 1, which is
supposedly the normal or control print in the series, rated
slightly below print number 3 which had the increased
mid-
tone values).
In comparing the GATF Color Hexagons for just these
four prints, it was found that the
saturation levels for
the primary colors (the DC 300B scanner only can control
the percent printing dot of the primary colors) hardly
differed at all. For the overprint colors of green, blue,
and the flesh tone, the saturation levels differed by .10,
.15,
and .11 respectively, while the
red only differed by
.05. This being the case, a closer look at the hue error
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and gray values, as previously stated, showed that in most
cases the hue error and/or gray values were lower for print
number 4 then for print numbers 2, 3, or 1 . Print number
2 usually had at least one lower contaminate value for
each color than print numbers 3 or 1 . Numbers 3 and 1 ,
being part of the same population, followed no pattern as
to having lower contaminate factors in relation to one
another. While these differances were relatively minor,
it is unfortunately not known whether they can be considered
significant.
It is the author's opinion that these reductions in
hue error and/or gray values, in combination with the
reduced midtones, is the reason why these prints were
preferred over the other prints. This is because the
reduction in the midtone values lightened the overall
appearance of the reproduction, and this, in combination
with the reduced contaminate factors (hue error and gray
are considered to cause the contaminated appearance), gives
the colored areas of the print the appearance of being
cleaner and brighter. The opposite of this would be print
number 3 where the midtones were increased which made the
overall reproduction look darker, thereby giving the colored
areas of the print this darker, dirtier appearance.
It would also appear to the author that there is a
limit as to how low the midtones can be reduced before the
colored areas of the print do not look brighter than, and
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as saturated as the normal or most preferred set-up, but
instead just looked washed out. This washed out appear
ance seems to be what happened in print numbers 5 through
10. It therefore follows that the midtone values should
not be reduced below a certain level. Based solely on this
experimentation, the midtones should not be reduced below
25 percent for yellow and magenta, and 35 percent for cyan.
Again, these were the values that were used for print num
ber 4, the most preferred print according to the survey
taken of randomly selected newspaper observers. As stated
previously, however, these midtone values are not conclusive
and should only be used as a reference point.
Conclusions
Based on the results of this study, it is concluded
that the hypothesis, stating that 'Observers will prefer
ROP offset newspaper color when modification of the sepa
ration process lightens the overall reproduction from the
normal newsprint tone reproduction while keeping the appar
ent visual saturation constant in the colored
areas'
is
true. This is because print number 4 has apparently
produced the best looking print. As figure 5 shows, print
number 4 lightened the overall
reproduction when compared
to the normal newsprint set-up while
it was also statisti
cally proven to be more
preferred than the normal newsprint
gradation set-up for a Goss Metro
press. It is therefore
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believed that it would be more beneficial for an offset
newspaper using or having similar printing characteristics
of a Goss Metro to alter its current reproductive curve
and to employ the reduced midtone set-up that is outlined
as print number 4 in this study. This, however, would
only be true if the newspaper is using the recommended
gradation set-up by the Graphic Arts Research Center.
Other conclusions that can be drawn from this study
are that observers seem to prefer a darker looking print
than number 4 when compared to one where the colors appear
cleaner but also look lighter. This statement is based on
the fact that prints 1, 2, and 3 have higher midtone values
than prints 5 through 10, but were still rated as being
more preferred. This would also imply that there is a
limit as to how low the midtone values can be decreased.
This statement is based on the fact that print number 4
only had an additional 5 percent printing dot in the yellow,
magenta and cyan midtones when compared to print number 7,
but at the same time ranked five positions higher. Although
the results from this study can not conclusively state any
thing else, it is the author's opinion that the three low
est ranked prints (numbers 6, 9, and 10) were rated as such
because they lacked color balance. This lack of color bal
ance would be because of the increased cyan printing in
the shades of brown.
While this study is not conclusive or able to cover
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all of the possible reproductive curve combinations, in
summarizing the conclusions, the following can be stated:
1) Newspaper observers' first and second choice were
reproductions where a modification in the separation
process lightened the overall reproduction from the
normal newsprint tone reproduction.
2) Newspaper observers' third and fourth choice were
reproductions where the midtone values were the
normal newsprint tone reproduction or slightly
increased.
3) Newspaper observers' least preferred reproductions
were where the midtone values were reduced the most.
This would seem to imply that there is a limit as to
how low the midtones can be reduced from the normal
values. From this study, however, the exact location
of this limit can not be stated.
Implications
Because it would take to long to produce separations:.
by using the reduced gradation set-up specified above as
print number 4 by either the direct or indirect screen
separation process, it might benefit newspapers to assign
their separations to a scanner. As prices for computers
and electronics are continuously coming into the financial
reach of more people, another alternative would be for the
newspapers themselves to purchase an inexpensive electronic
scanner.
By using the set-up of the most preferred print (number
4, which has been shown as being preferred over the conven
tional gradation set-up), it is believed that most news
papers could produce more pleasing color. If newspapers
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could show the capability of producing good color, they
could compete for the advertising revenue which has in the
past been spent on magazine advertising probably because
of the incapabilities of most newspapers to produce pleasing
color. As stated in the introduction of this study, it
has been found that people prefer newspapers that contain
color pictures and/or advertisements. It is hoped that the
use of this reduced midtone percent printing dot set-up
will yield better color prints which would not only yield
higher advertising profits but also increase reader
circulation.
If in fact the separations that had their midtones
lowered the most were not chosen because of an apparent
lack of density, even though these separations seem to
yield the cleanest colors, it may be desirable for news
papers to print to a higher three color gray density,
(above .90 above paper). If this increased density is
possible , by using the scanner calibration for print
numbers 5, 7, or 8, it is believed that this would be the
ideal combination yielding the needed apparent visual
saturation or density and the cleanest looking colors.
This, however, would be an area
for further study.
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER FIVE
. Interview with H. Brent Archer, Graphic Arts Research
Center, Rochester, New York, 12 June 1979.
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APPENDIX A
CALIBRATION AND SET-UP OF THE HELL DC 30OB
LASER SCANNER WITH DUPLO
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"CALIBRATION AND SET-UP OF THE DC-300
LASER SCANNER WITH DUPLO"1
December, 1978 Miles Southworth
Calibration of the scanner
1. Push the DAY button and the Laser ON button
2. Load program #143 if necessary in computer
a. push TAPE READY
b. load tape in reader
c. push TAPE START
d. when finished, run scanner briefly (10 sec.)
e. release TAPE READY button
f . remove tape from reader and rewind
3. Select screen ruling
4. Set ZOOM on back of scanner for selected ruling to
focus light output to exact width of scan line (recording
head must be full right hand position for steps 4 and 5).
5. Set light on film (LOF) to adjust the light output for
that zoom, film, processing conditions. Set MEASURE 1
to MEASURE 2; MEASURE 2 to MEASURE 6 to LIGHT ON FILM;
ELECTRO OPTICAL CRYSTAL CONTROL to a-f ON. Turn laser
voltage potentiometer knob to achieve desired setting
on meter (reset MEASURE knobs).
Set-up of the scanner
6. View the copy to be scanned for contrast, grain, color
balance, diffuse highlights, specular highlights,
shadows and any abnormal conditions.
7. Mount the transparency emultion down on the appropriate
drum with clear 3M tape. KEEP ALL SHARP OBJECTS AWAY
FROM DRUM.
8. Check all scanner controls and set to NORMAL settings.
UCR off, GRAY BALANCE off, FORMAT
SWITCH to NORMAL for
single color or F-7 for DUPLO 16 X 20.
9. Enter magnification numbers into computer from chart
for appropriate scanner drum size and NORMAL operation.
10. Push SCALE/BORDER and enter film output vertical
"window"
size in millimeters for cropping. Minimum
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distance from leading edge of film is 015.0 mm. For
DUPLO format, maximum window setting is 250.0 mm. (H
the output drum circumference). Release the SCALE/
BORDER button.
11. Adjust the scanning drum starting position in relation
to the film starting position. Lock the starting posi
tion indicator on the masking drum at the pointer with
the BRAKE LEVER (at 015 mm.). Loosen the LOCKING COL
LAR on the scanning drum to rotate the clear cylinder
to locate the transparency top at the scanning spot.
Relock the collar. Unlock the BRAKE.
12. Position the horizontal cropping tabs. The starting
tab is below the tabular rail and the stopping tab is
above the rail. For DUPLO mode set two starting tabs
and only the first stop tab. The second color is auto
matically the same size as the first color. Also,
position the scanning start and stop limit switches,
13. Select the NEG or POS button.
14. Push the SCANNING LIGHT button and PICTURE button.
15. Program the switching commands on the Control drum
patch panel to direct the picture signal when scanning
black, red, blue, white, to the picture row by placing
the pushbuttons across the first row under the approp
riate colors.
16. Place a pushbutton in the patch panel under the silhouette
Z7column by 10056 row for negative mode or by the 0# row
for positive.
17. Using the aperture chart, select the
correct apertures
for unsharp masking signal.
Even numbers give greater
peaking. For grainy transparencies use
odd number
aperture .
18. Focus the input optics on the transparency using
the
magnifier over the viewer and the mirror down on a
shadow area.
19. Position the gray scale step equal
to the highlight
of the transparency (density) under the scanning spot.
20. With the mirror up press the
WHITE ADJUSTMENT button.
21. Using the MEASURE 1 switch,
check the photomultipliers
to read:
White s\ = 60.0~\ pushing the
WHITE ADJUSTMENT




22. Picture adjustment is made with MEASURE 1 at PICTURE
ADJUSTMENT, and COLOR SEPARATION 1 KNOB at cyan, magenta,
yellow and black. Adjust with appropriate PICTURE
ADJUSTMENT knob one at a time to get:
Highlight cyan - 100.0
Highlight mag. = 100.0 mirror up
Highlight yel. = 100.0
there is no black highlight adjustment.
23. Shadow on good transparency can be simulated by placing
mirror down to stop all light from reaching photomul-
tipliers. With the COLOR SEPARATION 1 knob at cyan
adjust the PICTURE ADJUSTMENT SHADOW Y/M/C knob for a
meter reading of 0.0. For a poor transparency the
shadow will be adjusted to the transparency shadow area.
24. With the mirror still down, adjust the PICTURE ADJUST
MENT SHADOW knob with the COLOR SEPARATION 1 knob at
the black position for a meter reading of 0.0.
25. With the MEASURE 1 switch at RECORDING DENSITY, mirror
down, and the COLOR SEPARATION 1 switch at the approp
riate position, (UCR and ADDITION OF COLOR off), push
the PICTURE ADJUSTMENT button and adjust the RECORDING
DENSITY SHADOW knobs to achieve the following dot
percentages on the meter:
cyan * (Please refer to section titled
magenta METHODOLOGY under Scanner Set-Up
yellow = And Printing Of Experimentation;
black =
26. Adjust the GRAY BALANCE knob to the indicated amount
to automatically remove some magenta and yellow dots
to achieve gray balance.
27. Set the highlight dot percentages while scanning the
highlight patch of the gray scale (mirror up). Push
the WHITE ADJUSTMENT button to be sure photomultipliers
have not drifted. With the COLOR SEPARATION 1 knob at
the appropriate positions, adjust the RECORDING DENSITY
LIGHT knobs to achieve the following readings on the
neter:
cyan = (Please refer to section titled
magenta - METHODOLOGY under Scanner Set-Up
yellow = And Printing Of Experimentation;
28. Midtones will be set
while the scanner sees the midtone
control step of the step tablet.
This step is .80 more
dense than the highlight step chosen. With the COLOR
SEPARATION 1 switch at the appropriate positions,
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adjust the GRADATION MIDTONE knobs for the following
dot percentages on the meter:
cyan (Please refer to section titled
magenta = METHODOLOGY under Scanner Set-Up
yellow = And Printing Of Experimentation)
black =
29. If UCR is desired, position the mirror down or the
shadow of the transparency under the scanning spot.
Adjust the appropriate UNDER-COLOR REMOVAL knob for
the desired percent printing dot.
30. EVALUATE THE TRANSPARENCY. Using the scanner, with
the mirror up, check the printing dot values in the
highlights, shadows, and certain selected colors to
double check the set-up. It may be necessary to
reselect the highlight reference on the step tablet
for lightening or darkening the reproduction. If
color balance is off, it may be necessary to position
scanner on highlight of the transparency and again
push the WHITE ADJUSTMENT button to remove the color
cast of the transparency.
31. Position the mirror up, the recording head at the left
hand starting postion, and the scanning head at the
starting position, and the scanning head at the starting
position as indicated on the lighted SCANNING DIRECTION
button.
32. Select the first separation color on COLOR SEPARATION
1 switch. If in DUPLO mode, select the second color
separation on the COLOR SEPARATION 2 switch.
33. Punch the laser scanner film with the emultion up and
load in the cassette emultion down on the register
pins under the flap in the cassette.
34. After placing the cassette on the scanner, push the
VACUUM EXPOSING DRUM pushbutton, open the cassette dark
slide
,
and apple the film to the scanning drum by
lifting up on the FILM-AMOUNTING LEVER firmly to locate
the film on the register pins as they pass, and then
continue lightly for two more revolutions until the
vacuum gauge reaches the indicated vacuum level.
35. Push the start button and then gently lower the CLUTCH
lever to engage the nut segment on the crossfeed spindle.
36. It will be necessary to reposition the scanning head
after each scan is made before the next color is scanned.
The COLOR SEPARATION 1 switch will have to be changed
60
for each color. If in DUPLO mode , reposition the
scanning head after the first two colors are scanned
by pushing in on the ELECTICAL COUPLING pushbutton
to move the scanning head independently of the
scanning head crossfeed spindle.
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APPENDIX B
DIAGRAM OF THE HELL DC 300 LASER SCANNER
CONTROL SECTION
LIGHT
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RESULTS AND DATA OP EXPERIMENTATION
C-1 Display of Reproductions in Order of Preference
0-2 Density of Print Against Halftone Dot Area for
Goss Metro and the Solna press characteristics
C-3 Individual Ratings of Experimentation





Density Of Print Against Halftone Dot Area For,
Goss Metro And The Solna Press Characteristics
Rochester Institute of Technology
Graphic Arts Research Center
2.5
PC Graph Paper
Order No. 3 043 40
L-pline
40 50 60
Halftone Dot Area % (Positive)
Table 3

























































































































































































































































5.70 7.55 5.25 4.03 5.15





Individual Ratings Of Experimentation
observer print print print
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GaTc color hexagon
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COLOR HEXAGON
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CETn COLOR HEXAGON
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GATF Color Triangle For Print 3
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COLOR HEXAGON
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FOOTNOTES FOR THE APPENDICES
1
Miles Southworth, Calibration and Set-up of the
DC-300 Laser Scanner with Duplo, 1978, pp. 1-4.
2Chromasraph DC 300 Operating Manual 3001 -B4e-7410.
Appendix B - "Color Computer with Control Section".
^Interview with H. Brent Archer, Graphic Arts Research
Center, Rochester, New York, 12 June 1979. The curve for
the average Metro characteristics was taken from "Metro
Users Study - a private
communication"
while the curve for
the Solna characteristics was derived from the experimen





Auchincloss, David. "The Purpose of Color - A publisher
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